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Abstract

Fils boiling data is reported for Frecn-11, Trem-22, ethaaol, anJ water boilir.3 on a mercury surface.
Measured heat t'luMes and heat transfer coefficients are in good agrcer-cnt with previous data. However,
transition iron f H a boilins: occurs ;U cucsi lower temperatures than would be expected £10= solid-liquid
filn boiling results. Film boil ins of Freosi-22 O R water was attempted but transition occurred at much
higher water temperatures than would be extrapolated frois solid-liquid results.

KOMgSCLATl'RF. breakthrough" within the liquid mass at both points
in time.
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ICTRODUCTIOM

Extensive analytical and experimental efforts have
provided considerable understanding of the film
boiling process as it relates to film boiling of a
liquid on a hot solid surface. Several specific
problems such as quenching of molten globules,1

cryogenic spills on water,* and understanding of
experimental results for vapor explosions2»3 re-
quire a knowledge of film boiling of one liquid on
another, and hence, how the wealth of knowledge on
liquid-solid systems relate to such problems. This
study specifically deals with Freons-11 and -22,
•thanol, and water globules In fila boiling on a
aercury surface. . :

EXPEMHECTAL APPARATUS !
I . '

The very sinpic apparatus used in this investigation
Is illustrated in Fig. 1. A Mercury pool was heated
fro* below, and its bulk temperature was monitored
by an Isolated sheathed thermocouple. A globule
of the boiling liquid was placed on the surface and
• photograph was taken at t • 0.0 sec. After a
sufficient quantity of the liquid had boiled away,
such th't the decrease in planar area was readily
apparent, another photograph was taken and the tine
intetvel between the two pictures wac recorded. To
•llninate any nctastsble hydrodynaslc effects such
«• those witnessed for ttaall Leidenfrost drops,"*
both the Initial and final globule dimensions were
large coapared to the critical wave length for •
Taylor instability5 is evidenced by "bubble
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Fig. 1 £xperineatal Apparatus

Following the technique utilized by Borithansky6

and Bradfield,7 an electrical probe was inserted
into the upper portions of the boiling liquid mass,
but not into the mercury pool. This probe was con-
nected in series with a 1 volt dry cell and a strip
chart recorder, which was connected to the aercury '
pool. Such a systea will clearly register if
Intimate contact is made between the two liquids. :
A 304 stainless-steel retainer ring was floated on
the aercury pool to keep the boiling liquid in the '
vicinity of the contact probe and also away ttern the
comparatively cool glass wall. ;

Tniu systea, which was housed insid* of a vented '
hood, could generate aercury temperatures of 275*C.
At this temperature, the ncrcury vaporization was
significant, and this combined with the heat flux
required to vaporize the boiling liquid equaled the
maxima* output of the hot plate 1

Although the planar dimensions of th« boiling
liquids were large co-pared to the most dangerous
wave length, the thickness of the globule was
deceroined by its surface tension. The thickness
was read froa a scale Inserted beside the boiling
•ass, and this parameter is probably the least



accurate of all Hit- w.r.iuv:u':Hrf, I.e., tlu- tin—

Imlcncc of tiio iiit«.'iiai'.t> Units tin- accuracy to

25». All liquids used i:i this study w r e ossontt-

ally saturatcj at OIK- atno&ptu'ri; when poured onto

tlit- Mercury

In addition to K.if('i:ij' the ['11: balling rt'̂ irio,
data was also oociruil iteJ tor tin- nlnintn toarora-
ture required to support lilr.i boil ins for those
liquid-liquid systtK*. Itiusu runs were taken by
heatinf. tin." cortury pool to a ic-nperrtiui'i! well into
tho filn boiiiivj resins for a £iv»m fluid* A ]ar$e
fcass of the boiling liquid •..•as pjurcd onto tm'
corcury surface, t':ie hot plate was tuiaod off, and
tlie itercury i.*aj .illouoJ to cool cue to t!io file
boiling of the cnlilcr liquid; Tiio cooling rate of
the r;orcury pool, as well as visual observation,
easily enabled one to ascertain when the lower
linit of fila boiling was achieved. At this point,
it was essential that transition began on the sur-
face of the .T.ercui-y pool itself and not on the
retainer ring, a;ij that the boiling liquid cas= was
still exhibitir.5 bubble breakthrough so that uetas-
table effects would not be a c.njor concern. If
either of these conditions was violated, the run
was discarded.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Since the boiling liquid globule was photographed
during a known time interval, first order estimates
of the heat flux and heat transfer coefficients can
be obtained from the vaporization rate of the
boiling liquid and the temperature difference be-
tween the two liquid assses. Tv.^ heat transferred
to the boiling liquid can be related to the change
-inmass of the globule

dQ - - hf dm

If the globule i* assumed to be of constant
thicknest,

(1)

dQ • - hjot dA (2)

Using a convective formulation, the rate of heat
transfer between the liquids Is

- T,SAT' .

Combining Eqs. 2 and 3 yields

(3)

If all quantities except A and 6 arc assumed
constant, Eq. 4 can be Integrated with respect to
tlac and evaluated at the end points,

In hftst

<Th "
(5)

Once the heat transfer coefficient is calculated,
the heat flux can be obtained fton

H(Th - (6)

The experimental results for the film boiling heat
transfer coefficients for water, ethanol, Freon-11,

and iivi'u-J2 aiv n'siv.-i ivt ly dt:.pl:iwd in KIIJK. 2,

J, i, .mJ J. 1'nr tv :;'arisk.'ti, similar results^ are

siuva lor w;u«-r am! t'rvoifll in til1., liotlitis t'l'inii
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Fig. 8 Heat Flux Data for Freon-11

an alrainun plate. It is seen that an\* differences
are well within the scatter of the data. Figures
6, 7, 8, and 9 illustrate the heat flux as a func-
tion of tlie wall su-'erl'.car. Nucleate boiling
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Fig. 9 Beat Flux Data for Freon-22

remits for ethanol and water on • mercury aurfact
exhibit heat transfer coefficients that are at
least an order of magnitude greater than those
observed here.9'10

Beren*on'«5 prediction for the temperature differ-
ence at the minlmua heat flux in filn boiling ic
coopared to aeasured values of this study in Figs.
6 through 9. Although the experimental results
transition at a higher temperature difference than
predicted in Ref. 5, the most striking comparison
is between the data and the correlation for the
minimum flla boiling teapcrature recoeatnded by
Henry11 vhich denonstraces good agreement with the
available liquid-solid filo boiling result*. This
comparison is given in Table 1.

Table 1. MINIMUM FILM BOILING TEMPERATURES OH
A HEATED HEKCURY SURFACE

Fluid MXn. Visual Mininun Temperatures
Kef. S Rcf. 11 Eq. 7

Frcon-ll
Freon-22
Ethanol '
Water

-
-
-
230*C

99 C
35*C

180*C
193*C

93'C
20*C
152*C
176*C

132 *C
66'C
29l*C
650*C

99*C
26'C

163*C
206*C



Tlie correlation iei Kef. 11 pnyo.-ii's surface O'l'Jiin;
transients result iiiji livn incisMii* contact uud
cucrolayer evaporation. Essentially coatinuous
intimate contact between the r-iorcury pool and the
boiling liquid wrui observed ny the contact prohe
for the conducting liquids of water and ethnic I.
Such contact was further evidenced by surface.waves
on the tiereury u'.ileh appeared to be generated io l -
loulng the bubble broai:tiireur,h In the boiling
liquid, licwewr, the»e fluids <io not vet acrcury
very well, lirnce, the nlcrul.iyer evaporation tern
vould noc apjily, i . e . , as t.ie bailing liquid re-
traces following irti~ato contact, a thin isicro-
layer of the cold liquid does not regain to further
cool the surface uue. to vaporization. If the
Bicrolayer tern i s eliminated fro* the correlation
given in Rot. 11, the surface thermal transients
vould be due to intimate contacting of the liquids
or

(7)

If Berenson's nininua temperature is used as the
Bininun interface te~.pur.uure necessary to support
the Taylor instability, tr.iniir.ua nercury tempera-
tures can be calculated for tna fluids used. These
values are also listed in Table 1. When such
values are co-pared to the nercury temperature for
visually observed transition from film boiling,
•uch better agreement is obtained. However, one
interesting anomaly is inherent in the data. For
water, the visual mechanism of assessing the
Hininisa film boiling point (and thus the minimum
temperature) yields consistently lower values than
evaluating the point via the ninimua heat flux as

- shown in Fis. 6. In fact at surface temperatures
Buch less than the minimum heat flux point, the
liquid globule vas clearly in film boiling, i.e.,
the edges deoonstrated an unwetted curvature, the
liquid easily glided over the mercury surface, and
no nucleace boiling type sounds were observed. One
possible explanation for this anomaly is the exten-
sive intimate contact between the liquids near the
ftinlaua point. This generates surface vaves in
both fluids which increases both the surface area
and the turbulent mixing within both fluids and
perhaps this results in the increasing heat fluxes
as the point is approached. In any case, it pre- .
•cat* a question on the definition of film boiling.
Does tllM boiling begin when the boiling liquid
glides over the heated surface in a frictionless
Manner, or at the point of minima heat flux?

i

The basic conclusion from the above discussion is
that transition fron film boiling on a mercury
aurfac* occurs at a auch lower temperature than one.
would predict from liquid-solid data. To see if
this trend it consistent, filn boiling of Freon-22
at one atmosphere on a water surface was attempted.
Bercnson's prediction for Frcon-22 is 20*C while
Meaty's correlation yields a value of 33*C for the
bulk water temperature. Filn boiling could not ba
sustained at water temperatures as high as 45*C.
Mien Che Frcon-22 drops were placed on the surface.
Ice would fosna immediately and nucleate boiling
would follow. For water temperatures greater than
4S*C snail vapor explosions occurred and the drop
was dispersed.

For one liquid-liquid system, the transition is
•uch lower than one would expect based on solif-
liquld daca, and for another liquid-liquid, it is

fiiicli liinht'r. 0:io nbvUius ill lie route between the
sy.-;u<:»s is Liu1 I'.my.iiKy, i.e., cn-rciiry is iwrc
uonse than all llie fluids used uhLle freon-22 la
heavier than wau»r. lioLWer, tin* major difference
between the system aiv thu wetting cluiracterisfics
of tin' li<;uUiii u;nn conL.ua. U'aior, ettir.nol, ;uid
l"reoi\-ll do not v-jt mercury well at rooci tempera-
tures. (Sr.cii iiU.T.:.ition could not be obtained
for Ftt'on-22 on li^rcur.*.) Vluro.is l'reon-22 appears
to wet water w w well. Thereioie, liie at'finity of
one liquid !«r J-itietiier appears t.i play a greater
role in deti-rminins t!>e riln. boiling characteristics-
cf a liquid-liquid fy^ter. than it does for a
liquid-solid configuration.

Tvo other expcrinuntal observations from this study
are of note:

(1) Liquid-liquid fila boiling differs fron solid-
liquid systems in that the hot liquid may have a
significant vapor pressure itself. At mercury
temperatures above 2009C, the globule of boiling
liquid turned Wild; ;is soon as it was placed on the
mercury surface. This was a result of mercury
vapor condensing on the colder liquid. Under these
conditions, it is even nore surprising that
Berenson's model yields such goud estimates of the
filn boiling process near the rjinioura point.

(2) Kith the water globules, it vas an easy matter
to extract an average wave length between the vapor
doses. This was approximately 2.5 cm which is in
agreeaent with the measurements of Ref. 8 and the
rost dangerous wave length criterion used by
Berenson.
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